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1 Claim. (Cl. 128–287) : 
This’ invention relates to a diaper structures, 
Thie: chief object? of thes present invention is: 

to provide inia. diaper” a moisture: repellant, or: 
water blocking; sheet of flexible material; which 
can ber: removedito’º permiti, boiling;. washing: andi: 5’ 
ironing of the other portions of said: diaper and 
whiereins the blocking sheet.ini use at all: times: 
is fully."masked Oricovered so that...in that diaper: 
use: this sheet cannot have contact: with...thegins. 
fant’s Skin. 
The chief feature of the present invention re 

sides in fbrmingi a pocket in a diaper which: 
pocket, is adapted to , receive: a water: blocking 
or moistures repelling sheet, and which sheet,iss 
fully concealed so that when the:diaperstructures 
is mounted for use no part of said blocking sheet: 
is exposed for contact with the skin of the infant. 

Thies fact: that the blocking sheet is; both; re 
movable and covered provides that; any suitable 
blocking shieet material may be: utilized regarder 
less: of whether, it upon skin; surface: contact. 
Wouldi cause: Sores, etc., or Whether it cans be 
boiled. Washied or ironed without undues deterio-e 
ration, etc. 
The present, inventions, accordingly permits. a. 

Single: blocking: Sheet... töb: be: interchangeably: 
utilized in: a plurality of diapers. This permits: 
a set of diapers: to be: sold; asia: unit with but 
one blockingsheetzthereby reducingtheunit costi 
perdiaper.. 
Other objects; and, featuress of the invention 

will beset forthmore: fully hereinafter. 
The full nature: of the invention will be; unders: 

stood from the accompanying: drawings; and, the: 
following description and claim: 

In the drawings 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of one embodiment of the 

invention looking at...the inside. Or absorbing-sur 
face side thereof. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of said diaper struc 
ture. 

Fig. 3 is a plan view of:a::second embodiment 
of their vention. 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view.thereof. 
Fig. 5 is a plan view of a third embodiment of 

the invention. 
Fig.: 6is a sectional-view.thereof. 
Fig. 7 is a plan view with successive portions 

turned back and of a-further form of the inven 
tion. 

Reference is first had to Figs. 1 and 2 of the 
drawings wherein f O indicates the outside sheet 
or cover fabric or body that can be of any suit 
able material determinable by the purchaser's 

in: elastic tape. 6; 

2 
and/or color, and/or decoration which may take 
the form, of notion type, edgings well known in 
the infantgarment trade. 

generally indicates one- or more layers of 
water absorbing sheetmaterial. If of more than 
one layer, they may be of dissimilar material 
and in some instances may comprise a pad-like 
formation. This portion of the garment broadly 
is: termed; the pad: portion because it is of , ab 
Sorbing.Orblotting type. The layer that is Outer 
most preferably is that known as "bird's-eye' 
diaper cloth or equivalentimaterial. 

2 indicates an intermediate Water repellant, 
moisture: blocking sheet, material that, prevents 
moisture in the inner sheet or pad i i from pass 
ing to and wetting the outer sheet aforesaid. 
The foregoing broad description applies to all 

forms of the invention herein disclosed as well 
as many others patented or otherwise which seek 
to displace the concurrent use of ordinary diapers 
with a pair of so-called rubber pants, such con 
ventional usage having many present well-known 
objections. 
Again referringto:Figs. 1, and 2, the body por 

tion for comprises two layers. 08 and Ob periph 
erally secured together at 09 as by sewing. It 
isi generally of hourglassi formehaving reentrant 
central portion f3 and band forming end portions 
4:and. 5: The latter may have included there 

The aforesaid body may 
mount. Suitable connectors as complementary 
Snap fasteners: 7 and . 8: 
Superposed upon and suitably secured to body. 
0 as: by sewing 9. along three sides is the paid 

portion f, aforesaidi comprised of one or more 
layers of absorbing material such as “bird's-eye' 
diaper cloth. All: layers: preferably are periph 
erally SeWedtogether. Herein endi ila is not fixed 
to the body. O. so that a pocket is formed by the 
padlandbody: 
The pad if is also of hourglass form but herein 

is notas longas: body: 0:noras" wide at the band 
portions 8. Herein it is as: wide at the reentrant 
central portions f3. 
The waterproof or blocking sheet. 2 of flex-. 

ible plastic, rubber, etc., has an outline similar 
to but slightly smaller widthwise as the pad i. 
and Somewhat shorter than the length of said 
paid Hence it...is readily insertible into and re 
movable from thie: pocket formed as aforesaid, 
and? iš automati?ally ª locked in place" by, virtue !- 
of its hourglass form and disposition in an hour 
glass outlined pocket. 
No special skill is required for proper insertion 

primary desire for ornamentation or quality 55 because unless it is properly located it will form 
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a crease or creases readily evident through the 
pad because the latter then will not lie flat. 
When the diaper is soiled or wet, the soil or 
moisture does not pass from the pad to the body. 
The blocking sheet can be interchangeably 
utilized in any number of diapers unless Soiled. 
Consequently, a set of three or four diapers (less 
Waterproof sheets 2) and one waterproof sheet 
2-a set-can be used for a half day or a day's 

travel or two or more sets can be so used. 
Reference will now be had to FigS. 3 and 4 

Wherein a somewhat similar form of diaper is 
illustrated. Numerals of the one hundred series 
designate parts similar or identical to the partS. 
designated by the comparable primary numerals 
in FigS. 1 and 2. 
This form is characterized by the pad having 

a plurality of layers of absorbing material, the 

5 

innermost of which is Sewed about its entire 
peripheral edge to the body portion 0. The 
exposed and supplementary other layers of the 
pad if are secured along their longitudinal 
reentrant portion including edges to the body. 
This leaves the band or crosswise ends open forming a longitudinally disposed hourglass form 
of pocket. 
In this pocket, open at opposite ends, there 

may be inserted from either end and removed 
from either end an hourglass outlined blocking 
sheet (2 of lesser length and width as said pad. 

Both of these forms provide diaper structures 
devoid of any fastening elements except such 
as are necessary, such as safety pins, snap fas 
teners, etc., to secure the band ends together to 
mount the garment upon the body of the in 
fant. 

Reference will now be had to Figs. 5 and 6 
wherein a further modified form of the inven 
tion is illustrated numerals of the two hundred 
Series herein indicate parts identical or Similar 
to those in Figs. 1 and 2 and Figs. 3 and 4 desig 
nated by the corresponding primary numerals or 
the One hundred Series numerals respectively. 

Herein the pad-like pocket of the Figs. 3 and 
4 form is retained but instead of having the pad 
structure 2 permanently attached to the body 
20 it is detachably secured thereto as by snap 
fasteners 22 and 222, the complementary fas 
tener portions being carried by the body and pad 
respectively reenforced by tapes 225. These fas 
teners are disposed at the corners of the pad and 
are concealed or padded as shown so that no 
part thereof or the blocking sheet 22 can touch 
the skin of the infant. If desired herein, the 
pad 2 and sheet 22 each may have, as well 
as the pocket, a rectangular outline as illustrated 
Or the hourglass outline if desired. 
Whenever it is desired, as in the preceding 

form, to have three separate elements and not 
utilize the hourglass outline to prevent longitudia 
nal displacement of the blocking sheets, the in 
vention may partake of type illustrated in Fig. 7. 

In this figure numerals of the three hundred. 
series are used to designate parts similar or like 
parts designated by the primary numerals or 
the one series or the two hundred series in Figs. 
1 and 2, Figs. 3 and 4, or Figs. 5 and 6, respec 
tively. 

Herein the blocking sheet 32 again is Smaller 
in outline than the absorbing pad 3. Herein 
each, at its four corners, is detachably connect 
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4. 
ed to the body 30 as by Snap fasteners 32-322 
and 323-324 carried by pad and body and sheet 
and body respectively. As illustrated all fas 
teners and sheet 32 are covered by the pad SO 
that no part of the former can contact the skin. 
of the infant. 
This form of the invention, as Well as that 

shown in Figs. 5 and 6 permits detachment of the 
pad from the body and also separation of the 
sheet from the structure so that in both instances 
the pad only need be laundered When wet or 
soiled. Here again only one blocking sheet is re 
quired for a plurality of diaper units as in Figs. 1 
to 4 and here also as in the FigS. 5 and 6 forms 
there may be sold but one body and One sheet 
for a multiplicity of pads. 

This also permits the manufacturer to stand 
ardize, in these two latter forms, upon a single 
type pad structure, a single type sheet structure 
and an infinite number of body styles. Thus the 
mother can have one or two play bodies, one 
formal body and one highly ornamental body 
for the most formal occasions, all of which, 
however, can be interchangeably used with a 
single sheet and a plurality of identical pads. 
While the invention has been illustrated and 

described in great detail in the drawings and 
foregoing description, the Same is to be con 
sidered as illustrative and not restrictive in chair 
acter. 
The several modifications described herein as 

well as others which will readily suggest them 
selves to persons skilled in this art, all are con 
sidered to be within the broad Scope of the in 
vention, reference being had to the appended 
claim. 
The invention claimed is: 
In a multiple piece diaper structure, a body 

portion, a pocket for a blocking sheet open at 
one end and Secured along both sides and its 
other end to said portion, both sides of Said 
pocket having re-entrant portions formed there 
in centrally of the ends thereof whereby said 
pocket is substantially of hourglass configura 
tion, and a blocking sheet of water repellent 
material for said pocket, said blocking sheet hav 
ing an area substantially that of but slightly 
less than the area of said pocket, the sides of 
said blocking sheet having re-entrant portiohs 
formed therein centrally of the ends of said sheet 
and corresponding with the re-entrant portions 
of said pocket whereby said blocking sheet may 
be removably positioned in interfitting engage 
ment within said pocket. VIRGINIA, IBLAKE. 
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